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         A              
Home is bringing you back
                    F#m
that feeling is back
              D
all over the world
      Bm         E
it s gonna be a remedy 
     A               E
but better than that

(E)                      Bm
While I m in for the ride
                    A
while I m hangin on in
     E
you ain t got nothing to hide
Bm            A
yet you fly through the line
          E                   Bm
I have a dream what somebody said
            D
and now I m waiting, waiting 

          A
Oh we re bringing it back

the feeling is back
      D             E
like mama said the other day
     A



but better than that

we re bringing it back

we re bringing it back
     D                  E
you know it could be something good
      A             F#m
but better than that
              D
all over the world
       Bm         E
it s gonna be a remedy 
     A
but better than that

|A| |A| |A| |A|

Getting ready to go
no waiting around
I wanna tell you something I know
simplify, demystify you know
it s all been there all along
but now I m waiting, waiting

Oh we re bringing it back
the feeling is back
like mama said the other day
but better than that
we re bringing it back
we re bringing it back
you know it could be something good
but better than that
all over the world
it s gonna be a remedy 
but better than that
all over the world
it s gonna be a remedy 
but better than that

|G| |G| |A| |A|
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So now that you know
and taken it in
and it ll feel like living I know
it s flying high, my oh my
and when this song has 
come to an end
I ll be waiting, waiting

We;ll be bringing it back
the feeling is back
like mama said the other day
but better than that
we re bringing it back
we re bringing it back
you know it could be something good
but better than that
all over the world
it s gonna be a remedy 
but better than that

We re bringing it back
the feeling is back
like mama said the other day
but better than that
we re bringing it back
we re bringing it back
you know it could be something good
but better than that
all over the world
it s gonna be a remedy 
but better than that
all over the world
it s gonna be a remedy 
but better than that


